Introduction
Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) is a very efficient photocatalyst leading to the degradation of organic species under UV irradiation (e.g. Henderson, 2011) . In addition, TiO 2 is known to transform nitrogen oxides (NO/NO 2 ), via catalytic hetero-geneous reactions, to HNO 3 , which remains on the TiO 2 surface (Ibusuki and Takeuchi, 1994; Dalton et al., 2002; Devahasdin et al., 2003; Negishi et al., 1998; Ohko et al., 2008) . Due to these photocatalytic properties TiO 2 is widely used in a variety of so-called de-polluting building materials aimed to remove the nitrogen oxides from the atmosphere.
However, the antipolluting nature of the TiO 2 -containing materials was recently questioned (Langridge et al., 2009; Monge et al., 2010; Ndour et al., 2009a) . Ndour et al. (2009a) have shown that nitrate ions adsorbed onto mixed TiO 2 /SiO 2 and pure TiO 2 can be converted into gaseous NO and NO 2 under UV irradiation. Moreover, it was shown that the interaction of NO 2 with TiO 2 (Monge et al., 2010) and commercial self-cleaning TiO 2 -containing window glass (Langridge et al., 2009 ) results in the formation of nitrous acid (HONO) in the gas phase, that may have a negative environmental impact (Monge et al., 2010) . In contrast, Laufs et al. (2010) working with TiO 2 doped commercial paints observed an efficient decomposition of HONO on the photolytic samples and concluded that the paint surfaces do not represent a source of HONO. So the question seems to remain open, pending further studies.
Titanium dioxide, although being a minor component of mineral dust particles (Karagulian et al., 2006) , was shown recently to be responsible for the photochemical reactivity of atmospheric mineral aerosols (Ndour et al., 2008) . Thus the information on the photoinitiated uptake of atmospheric trace gases to TiO 2 surface is of great importance for the modelling of the day time chemistry of the atmosphere. Only a few studies are known, in which the uptake coefficient of NO 2 to irradiated pure TiO 2 or TiO 2 -doped surfaces was measured (Gustafsson et al., 2006; Monge et al., 2010; A. El Zein and Y. Bedjanian: Measurements of the uptake coefficient 2008, 2009b) . The information available for the uptake coefficient of NO 2 to the illuminated TiO 2 surface remains limited and will be discussed below in association with the data from the present study.
On the basis of the above information, it is clear that complementary studies are needed in order to better determine both the rate and products of the NO 2 interaction with illuminated pure TiO 2 , real mineral aerosols, as well as with different de-polluting building materials containing TiO 2 . This paper reports results of measurements of the uptake coefficient of NO 2 to the TiO 2 surface as a function of different parameters such as NO 2 concentration, irradiance intensity, relative humidity, temperature and partial pressure of oxygen. A detailed study of the reaction products is the subject of our ongoing research.
Experimental

Preparation of TiO 2 films
Solid TiO 2 films were deposited on the outer surface of a Pyrex tube (0.9 cm i.d.) using a TiO 2 (Sigma Aldrich, Aeroxide P25, (50±15) m 2 g −1 surface area, ∼20 nm particle diameter) suspension in ethanol. Prior to film deposition, the Pyrex tube was treated with hydrofluoric acid and washed with distilled water and ethanol. Then the tube was immersed into the suspension, withdrawn and dried with a fan heater. As a result rather homogeneous (to the eye) films of TiO 2 were formed at the Pyrex surface. In order to eliminate possible residual traces of ethanol, prior to uptake experiments, the freshly prepared TiO 2 samples were heated at (100-150) • C during (20-30) min under pumping. In order to measure the mass of the sample on the Pyrex tube the deposited TiO 2 film was mechanically removed at the end of the kinetic experiments.
Flow reactor
Interaction of NO 2 with solid TiO 2 films was studied at 1-10 Torr total pressure (He being used as the carrier gas with 0.07-0.35 SLM flow rate) using the flow tube technique with mass spectrometric detection of the gaseous species involved. A modulated molecular beam mass spectrometer (BALZERS QMG 420) was used. The molecular beam, resulting from a differential pumping system, was modulated in the first vacuum chamber, allowing for a synchronous detection via a lock-in amplifier. In the second vacuum chamber containing the quadrupole mass spectrometer, the electron impact ion source (operating at 25-30 eV energy) was surrounded by a copper device cooled by liquid nitrogen, which allowed to significantly reduce the background spectrum. This chamber was pumped by means of a turbomolecular pump. The ions were detected via an electron multiplier. All the species were detected at their parent peaks. A typical detection limit for NO 2 was nearly 2×10 10 molecules cm −3 . The absolute concentration of NO 2 in the reactor was calculated from its flow rate obtained from the measurements of the pressure drop of a NO 2 /He mixture in a calibrated volume flask. H 2 O was introduced into the reactor by flowing He through a bubbler containing thermostated water. The H 2 O flow rate was calculated from the H 2 O vapor pressure and total (H 2 O + He) pressure and the measured flow rate of He through the bubbler.
The main reactor ( Fig. 1 ) consisted of a Pyrex tube (40 cm length and 2.4 cm i.d.) with a jacket for the thermostated liquid circulation. Experiments were carried out using a coaxial configuration of the flow reactor with movable triple central injector: the Pyrex tube with deposited sample was introduced into the main reactor along its axis. This tube could be moved relative to the outer tube of the injector. This allowed the variation of the sample length exposed to NO 2 . The third (inner) tube of the movable injector was used for circulation of the thermostated liquid inside the tube covered with TiO 2 sample. This allowed maintaining the same temperature in the main reactor and on the sample surface in the measurements of the temperature dependence. In addition, the sample could be heated up to a few hundreds • C by means of a coaxial cylindrical heater which could be introduced inside the tube with the sample.
The reactor was surrounded by 6 lamps (Sylvania BL350, 8 W, 315-400 nm with peak at 352 nm). The actinic flux inside the reactor was not measured in the present study, however, in order to characterize the irradiance intensity in the reactor we have directly measured the NO 2 photolysis frequency as a function of the number of lamps switched on. In these experiments NO 2 was introduced into the photoreactor through the central tube of the movable injector (shadowed to prevent NO 2 photolysis inside it) and the concentration of NO 2 was monitored by the mass spectrometer as a function of the NO 2 residence time (up to 13 s) in the irradiated part of the reactor. Experiments were carried out with rather high NO 2 concentrations (∼10 14 molecule cm −3 ). Under such experimental conditions, the loss of NO 2 is due to two processes: NO 2 photolysis NO 2 + hν→NO + O and a secondary reaction with oxygen atoms This latter being much faster than NO 2 photolysis, the rate of NO 2 loss is:
The values of J NO 2 determined from the exponential decays of NO 2 for different numbers of lamps switched on are shown in Fig. 2 . One can note that the resulting values of J NO 2 in our system (from 0.002 to 0.012 s −1 ) are close to the corresponding values in the atmosphere.
Data analysis
The purpose of this study was to measure the uptake coefficient of NO 2 (γ ) determined as the probability of reactive NO 2 loss per collision with the TiO 2 surface:
where k (s −1 ) is the first-order rate constant of NO 2 loss, ω the average molecular speed (355.9-383.9 m s −1 for T = 275-320 K), V the volume of the reaction zone, and S the surface area of the TiO 2 sample. To calculate the uptake coefficient, two parameters should be determined experimentally: the rate constant k and the TiO 2 film surface area accessible to NO 2 . Figure 3 displays examples of NO 2 loss kinetics in the heterogeneous reaction with the TiO 2 surface. These data were obtained by varying the length of the TiO 2 film in contact with NO 2 , which is equivalent to varying the reaction time. The NO 2 decays were found to be exponential and were treated with the first-order kinetics formalism, the rate constant being determined as: 
where t is the reaction time defined by the ratio sample length/flow velocity. The values of the first-order rate constants, k , determined from the decays of NO 2 were corrected for the diffusion limitation in the NO 2 radial transport from the volume to the reactive surface of the reactor (Bedjanian et al., 2005 and refs therein) . Corrections applied to k did not exceed 10 %.
The data presented in Fig. 3 show a decrease of the NO 2 loss rate with exposure time indicating TiO 2 sample deactivation during the heterogeneous reaction: the value of k for initial uptake is much higher than that observed after 150 min of exposure to NO 2 (note, that the flow velocities corresponding 
to the two curves in Fig. 3 differ by a factor of 10). Dependence of k upon the exposure time of the TiO 2 film to NO 2 is shown in Fig. 4 . One can note that the rate of NO 2 loss is decreasing with time approaching a steady state value after approximately 2 h of exposure. This value, under the conditions of these experiments, is by a factor near 50 lower than the rate of initial NO 2 uptake, k 0 , corresponding to the first seconds of the TiO 2 sample exposure to NO 2 . The data presented in Fig. 4 show that the steady state values of k are very similar for dry conditions and 40% RH, although the TiO 2 sample deactivation is faster under dry conditions. Specific experiments have been carried out in order to determine the TiO 2 surface area involved in interaction with NO 2 under experimental conditions used. For that, the NO 2 loss rate k was measured as a function of the thickness of TiO 2 coating. The results observed for the initial (corresponding to the first 10-30 s of exposure) uptake of NO 2 on TiO 2 are shown in Fig. 5 as a dependence of the rate constant of NO 2 loss on the mass of TiO 2 deposited per unity length of the support tube (equivalent to the thickness of the coating which was assumed to be homogeneous and evenly dense). The observed linear dependence of the reaction rate on the thickness of the TiO 2 film indicates that the entire surface area of the TiO 2 samples (at least, for samples with masses up to 1 mg cm −1 ) is involved in the interaction with NO 2 and, consequently, the BET surface area should be used for calculations of the uptake coefficient. The data presented in Fig. 5 provide the following value for the initial uptake coefficient of NO 2 on the illuminated TiO 2 surface (J NO 2 ∼ =0.006 s −1 ) under dry conditions at T = 300 K:
where the uncertainty includes the statistical one and those on the BET surface area and on the measurements of k 0 . It should be noted that the value obtained for γ 0 , being calculated with the BET surface area (50 m 2 g −1 ), should be considered as a lower limit. On the other hand, the upper limit of γ 0 can also be estimated. Thus, applying the geometric (projected) surface area to the data observed with the smallest mass of TiO 2 used in these experiments (Fig. 5 , m = 0.08 mg cm −1 , k 0 = 12.7 s −1 ) one gets the value of 1.9×10 −3 for the uptake coefficient which is an upper limit of γ 0 .
Similar experiments carried out under dark conditions allowed to determine the initial uptake coefficient of NO 2 on TiO 2 in the absence of irradiation (calculated with BET surface area): γ 0 (dark) = (6.0±2.0) × 10 −6 under dry conditions at T = 300 K.
Results
The present study was focused on the determination of the steady state value of γ as a function of different parameters; even though the initial uptake was measured under certain experimental conditions (see above). The experimental data presented below for the uptake coefficient,γ , correspond to its steady state value. Experiments were carried out with TiO 2 masses near 0.3 mg cm −1 at total pressure of 9 -10 Torr of Helium in the reactor and mostly at T = 280 K. This relatively low temperature was chosen as the standard temperature of this study in order to be able to ensure a reasonable level of relative humidity at the rather low total pressure in the reactor. 
Dependence on NO 2 concentration
The dependence of γ on the gas phase concentration of NO 2 measured under dry conditions and RH = 32% with [NO 2 ] 0 varied in the range (0.06-1.32) ×10 13 molecule cm −3 is shown in Fig. 6 . One can note that the uptake coefficient decreases upon increase of the initial NO 2 concentration. The negative dependence on [NO 2 ] may be due to the surface saturation by the adsorbed precursor and/or depletion of photo-produced intermediates. With the purpose of comparison, the measurements of the uptake coefficient under different experimental conditions presented below were carried out with the initial concentration of NO 2 fixed at nearly 2×10 12 molecule cm −3 . This value is the result of a compromise between the need to work at lower concentrations and the NO 2 detection sensitivity.
Dependence on irradiation intensity
Dependence of the uptake coefficient on the illumination intensity was studied by switching on the different number of lamps in the reactor, from 1 to 6. As shown above, this corresponds to the variation of the NO 2 photolysis frequency from 0.002 to 0.012 s −1 . The results obtained under dry conditions and at RH = 20 % are shown in Fig. 7 . One can note that less than two-fold increase of γ is observed whereas the irradiation intensity is changed by a factor of 6. This observation seems to be of great importance as it shows that the γ -values measured at low irradiation intensities could not be extrapolated in a linear way to those relevant to the atmosphere. The three series of experiments presented below were carried out using 3 lamps switched on (J NO 2 ∼ =0.006 s −1 ). ≈2×10 12 molecule cm −3 .
Dependence on relative humidity
The data presented in Figs. 4, 6 and 7 observed under different relative humidity in the reactor show that the steady state uptake coefficient is not sensitive to this parameter. Figure 8 displays the results of the measurements of γ in the extended range of RH, from 0.06 to 69 %. The presented data clearly show that the uptake coefficient is independent of RH in this range. The dashed line in Fig. 8 corresponds to the mean value of γ = 2.8×10 −6 .
Dependence on temperature
The temperature dependence of the uptake coefficient measured in the temperature range (275-320) K is shown in . 10 . Uptake coefficient as a function of partial pressure of oxygen: T = 280 K, P = 9 Torr, J NO 2 ∼ =0.006 s −1 , sample mass = 0.38 mg cm −1 , [NO 2 ]≈2×10 12 molecule cm −3 . Fig. 9 . The uptake coefficient is found to increase with increasing temperature. The data observed with two different RH at T = 280, 290 and 300 K are similar in the range of experimental uncertainty indicating insignificant RH dependence of γ at these temperatures. The solid line in Fig. 9 represents an exponential fit to the experimental data and provides the following Arrhenius expression for γ : γ = (2.3±0.9) × 10 −3 exp[(−1910±130)/T ] at T = 275-320 K (uncertainties are 1σ statistical ones).
Dependence on O 2 concentration
In this series of experiments the uptake coefficient of NO 2 was measured in the presence of O 2 in the reactor. The partial pressure of oxygen was varied between 0.002 and 3 Torr, the total pressure (O 2 + He) in the reactor being near 10 Torr. The results of these experiments are shown in Fig. 10 . A slight inverse dependence of the uptake coefficient on O 2 pressure is observed: an increase of the oxygen pressure by three orders of magnitude leads to a decrease of γ by a factor of 3. Similarity of the data observed with different RH (0.9 and 36 %) indicates that the uptake coefficient remains independent of the relative humidity in the whole range of oxygen concentrations used. The solid line in Fig. 10 represents a fit to the experimental data and corresponds to the following expression:
where P is the partial pressure of O 2 (in Torr).
Discussion
The results of the present study can be compared with available data from previous studies. The dark reaction of NO 2 with TiO 2 surface was investigated in three studies using a Knudsen cell reactor coupled to a quadrupole mass spectrometer (Underwood et al., 1999 (Underwood et al., , 2001 Setyan et al., 2009 ).
The following values were determined by Underwood et al. (1999 Underwood et al. ( , 2001 for the initial uptake coefficient ([NO 2 ] being varied from 3×10 11 to 3×10 14 molecule cm −3 ): γ 0 (dark) = 4×10 −4 using geometric surface area and ∼10 −7 for the uptake coefficient, corrected for the effect of bulk diffusion. The value of γ 0 (dark) = 6×10 −6 determined in the present study using BET surface area, lies between the above two values. On the contrary, Setyan et al. (2009) have not observed any NO 2 uptake on the TiO 2 surface. Although these authors did not give any estimation of the upper limit of the uptake coefficient, simple calculations show that the value of γ 0 from the present study would lead to an initial drop of NO 2 signal at least by a factor of 1.5 under their experimental conditions. The reason for the lower NO 2 uptake to TiO 2 surface in the study of Setyan et al. (2009) compared with the present one, could be the mode of preparation of solid samples. Note that in the present work TiO 2 samples were heated under pumping prior to uptake measurements.
A deactivating behaviour of TiO 2 in the reaction with NO 2 under UV irradiation observed in the present study supports the previous observations of Ohko et al. (2008) . These authors have observed that the photocatalytic activity was decreased with accumulation of HNO 3 on the TiO 2 surface and concluded that the produced HNO 3 inhibited the photocatalytic heterogeneous reaction as a physical barrier. They reported that, when the steady state was reached, the photocatalytic activity remained at nearly 8% of the initial one. This value is in a fair agreement with a few percent steady state photocatalytic activity observed in the present study. In contrast to these two studies, time independent uptake of NO 2 on TiO 2 films was observed by Ndour et al. (2008) : no surface deactivation has been observed on the synthetic TiO 2 /SiO 2 samples exposed over hours to NO 2 concentrations up to 300 ppb. In several previous studies (e.g. Lin et al., 2006; Ohko et al., 2008) it was observed that the photocatalytic activity of the TiO 2 film can be fully regenerated after rinsing with water. In the present work, we have observed similar behaviour: the deactivated TiO 2 sample was regenerated after being immersed in water. Gustafsson et al. (2006) studied the uptake of NO 2 on illuminated P25 TiO 2 aerosols using initial NO 2 concentrations similar to those of the present study ( ∼ =2×10 12 molecule cm −3 ). The measured uptake coefficient was found to negatively correlate with relative humidity and to range from 9.6×10 −4 for 15% RH to 1.2×10 −4 for 80% RH. Considering the method used by Gustafsson et al. (2006) (continuous flow of the aerosol/NO 2 mixture, i.e. rather short aerosol to NO 2 exposure times) these values should be considered as corresponding to initial uptake and can be compared with γ 0 = 1.2×10 −4 determined in the present study under dry conditions. Agreement between the results from the two studies seems to be reasonable, especially if one considers that the uptake coefficients measured by Gustafsson et al. (2006) seem to represent an upper limit of γ 0 because the aerosol surface area available for the reaction was calculated from the measured aerosol size distribution by assuming that the particles have the same surface areas as spheres of the same electrical mobility. Gustafsson et al. (2006) observed a negative correlation between the HONO formation rate in the reaction of NO 2 with TiO 2 and relative humidity. This behaviour was interpreted as a result of increased water adsorption inhibiting NO 2 adsorption and/or electron/hole transfer processes at the TiO 2 /gas interface. In the present study the impact of RH on the initial uptake of NO 2 has not been studied, however we have not observed any influence of RH on the uptake coefficient of NO 2 under steady state conditions. The only value for the steady state uptake coefficient of NO 2 on an irradiated pure TiO 2 surface was reported by Monge et al. (2010) . These authors measured γ = 1.5×10 −6 at T = 298 K, 30 % relative humidity under atmospheric pressure of N 2 and [NO 2 ] = 3.8×10 12 molecule cm −3 . This value is in a good agreement with that measured in the present study at T = 298 K: γ ∼ =3.8×10 −6 (see Fig. 9 ). However, it should be noted that when comparing the above two numbers one should consider that the results were determined under different irradiance conditions, the NO 2 photolysis rate being 6×10 −3 and 4.75×10 −4 s −1 in the present study and in Monge et al. (2010) , respectively.
It is also interesting to compare the data on NO 2 uptake to pure TiO 2 from the present study with those measured on mineral dust originating from different locations of the Sahara desert (Ndour et al., 2009b) . The reported uptake coefficients of NO 2 (25 ppb) on four different Sahara sand samples were between 0.35 and 1.46×10 −7 at T = 298 K, 25% relative humidity, in an atmosphere of N 2 . The value of γ measured in the present study on pure TiO 2 under these conditions is near 8×10 −6 (from Fig. 6 and temperature dependence of γ ), i.e. by a factor of 50-200 higher. Considering that TiO 2 content in the sand samples used by Ndour et al. (2009b) was between 0.2 and 1 wt% and assuming that their photoreactivity was mainly due to TiO 2 , the agreement between the results observed on pure TiO 2 (present study) and real dust samples with low TiO 2 content (Ndour et al., 2009b) seems to be very satisfactory.
So far, the effect of oxygen on the rate of NO 2 loss on irradiated TiO 2 surface has been considered only in one study (Monge et al., 2010) . These authors have observed that the uptake coefficient of NO 2 on pure TiO 2 was highly influenced by the presence of O 2 , and reported a value of γ one order of magnitude higher in 1 atm of N 2 compared with that in N 2 :O 2 (85 %:15%) mixture. Interestingly, the application of the expression for the dependence of γ on the pressure of O 2 from the present study, γ ∼ (1 + P 0.36 ) −1 , to the experimental conditions used by Monge et al. (2010) , gives a factor of 6.5 for the expected difference between the values of γ in presence and absence of oxygen. This seems to indicate that the analytic expression for the dependence of γ on O 2 pressure derived in the present study at rather low pressures of oxygen is applicable under atmospheric conditions. The effect of oxygen was suggested to be due to competition between O 2 and NO 2 for scavenging the electrons at the surface of the photocatalyst (Monge et al., 2010) .
The extended data set obtained in the present study for the uptake coefficient of NO 2 to the TiO 2 surface seems to allow calculating γ values for atmospheric conditions. Dependencies of γ on temperature and pressure of oxygen can be combined, giving the following final expression for γ :
where T is the temperature (K) and P is the oxygen pressure (Torr). This expression is applicable for any atmospheric relative humidity and for J NO 2 = 0.006 s −1 . Let's note that the dependence on the photon flux is not significant, at least, in the range of J NO 2 values between 0.002 and 0.012 s −1 considered in the present study. An important parameter in the calculation of γ is the concentration of NO 2 . The above expression was derived from the experiments carried out with [NO 2 ] ≈2×10 12 molecule cm −3 (nearly 90 ppb for P = 1 atm). As shown in Fig. 6 , at lower NO 2 concentrations the value of γ will be higher. The atmospheric and environmental impact of the interaction of NO 2 with irradiated TiO 2 -containing mineral aerosols and depolluting materials is strongly dependent on the gaseous and surface bound products of this process. In previous studies, HONO (Gustafsson et al., 2006; Ndour et al., 2008; Monge et al., 2010; Beaumont et al., 2009) and NO (Ohko et al., 2008; Monge et al., 2010) in the gas phase as well as nitric acid/nitrate anion on the surface (e.g. Dalton et al., 2002; Devahasdin et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2006; Ndour et al., 2008; Negishi et al., 1998; Ohko et al., 2008) were observed as the NO 2 + TiO 2 reaction products. In the present study we have observed HONO, NO and, in addition, N 2 O to be released into the gas phase as a result of the heterogeneous reaction of NO 2 with TiO 2 surface. The formation of NO − 3 on the surface of the TiO 2 sample was also observed by means of ion chromatography. The individual yields of the gas phase products were found to be strongly dependent on the experimental conditions such as relative humidity, temperature and concentration of oxygen in the reactive system. A detailed product study of the heterogeneous NO 2 + TiO 2 reaction is a subject of our current work and will be published in a separate paper.
